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          WebViewer Version: 8.3.3

Is your issue related to a front-end framework?

yes

Is your issue related to annotations?

yes

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

while zoomed in Pdf viewer and if i try to drag annot the background moves as well i want to stop this effect and only want to drag annot in zoomed area not to move the background.

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

in viewer draw an annot zoom the pdf then try to drag that annot the background moves as well…!
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Separate opacity for fill and stroke
	Remove annotations in viewer - Programmatically
	Deployment options for WebViewer - Client only - Full PDFTron API
	PDF Manipulation with JavaScript Library

APIs:	Core.Tools. RubberStampCreateTool - getPreview(annotation, parameters)
	Core.Annotations. StampAnnotation - VOID
	Core. WebViewerServerAnnotationManager - serverRoot

Forums:	Moving annots on zoom
	Webviewer freezes with warning: Blocking on main thread is dangerous
	Set Acroform to be readonly in Webviewer
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          Hello alt.d2-dod9hvc8,

Welcome to the PDFTron Community Forum!

This behaviour would require customization of our AnnotationSelectTool, here is a guide on how to do this: PDFTron Systems Inc. | Documentation

Best regards,

Tyler Gordon

Web Development Support Engineer

PDFTron
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